Moon Zoom!

Engage
A spaceship has landed. We are going to be
detectives and find out what or who it is.

Develop

Maths
We will be continuing with addition and subtraction within 10/20.
Learning about 2D and 3D shapes. Understanding place value.
Recognizing, counting, adding and subtracting money, making
equivalent amounts of money. Begin to multiply and divide.
Describe position and direction using 1/2, ¼ and ¾ right/left turns.

MaMMths

We are going on read Beegu, Whatever next and
other space stories. We will learn about space
using non-fiction books about space. We are going
to develop our story writing and factual writing
skills. We will be expressing our views about
different space books and film characters.

RE

Literacy Writing

Christian values. RE: Special places. Christmas story.

We will be making posters, charter profiles of real and fictional characters. We will
be writing non-chronological reports about space travel. We will design space
adverts for space travel and space toys. We will be planning and writing our own
space themed stories.

PHSE
We will be thinking about our goals and aspirations.

Reading
We will be answering reading comprehension text about space. Checking our
reading makes sense.
Speaking and listening
Speaking and listening in group activities, giving good descriptions.

Science
Learn about the properties of materials.
Carry out scientific investigations. Concentrate on making
a prediction and recording results accurately.

Innovate

Make and launch rockets using different materials.

Moon Zoom!

Music

In alien has been found in a local supermarket.
How can we help it return home? What do we
need to find out? Let’s send an email to the
professor and send an electric light signal into
space.

Learn space songs and listen to space music. Make up space
music.

History

Express
We will express our ideas about different astronauts
and reaching our own goals.

Art and design/DT

PE

Make models of rockets, aliens and the solar system. Look at
space themed art from famous artists.

Dance to space music and make up space dance sequences. Multi Skills.
Forest School.

Learn about significant astronauts and the moon landing.
Put space rockets in order on a timeline and learn about the space
race.

Design and make space themed vehicles, evaluate space toys
use mechanisms to make moving space cards and pictures.

ICT
Know what algorithms are. Use a digital camera. Name digital devices. Send emails

